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About This Game

Draft Day Sports: Pro Football 2019 puts you in control of your favorite pro football franchise. You make the calls as you build
your dynasty – build your roster through trades, the draft, and free agency. Analyze the impressive array of data to determine

how to put together your own custom playbook and strategies to lead your team to victory. Watch the action unfold in dramatic
2D fashion where you can take control of the play calling and watch your calls play out in front of you. Play by yourself against

a challenging AI or join an online multiplayer league and see if you have what it takes to outmanage your fellow gamers.
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great fun music puzzler, game changes depending what you play, no itunes support as yet but support for all other formats. 9/10.
The game isn't done. There's no tutorial and very little in the way of gameplay. The UI is confusing and weak.

The game has a lot of features, but nothing that resembles a game.. Looks good in some of the weapons such as the M8A1, the
Ballista, the MTAR. However you can't see anything neither trough the red dot sight nor trough the agog sight. But still like it....
There's a similarly-titled, yet much better-known horror game that came out recently which has, er...copped a bit of flak of late.
As someone who played that game for only an hour or so, before opting to wait for future updates\/improvements, I gotta say: it
still had a darn sight more going for it than THIS utter pile of dreck.

  What is it with Russians and visual novels? Or even Russians with HORROR GAMES, for that matter? Not one thing is
noteworthy about this product: not the visuals, not the sounds, and sure as all f*ck not the story or writing. I honestly can't find
one kind thing to say about it, and can't even imagine that it would read well in Russian. A dumb story is a dumb story in ANY
language.

  Oh, and as a dubious bonus: p*ss-poor "Quick-Time" Events...the second of which repeatedly crashed the game into a coding
screen. Well done, KishMish Games.

  Verdict: 2\/10 (okay, so SOME of the visuals were alright. But only some).

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). With low expectations I was highly impressed. Mini games are fun and landscapes are decent quality. For that price
one of my best purchases.. Near the end you get a freakin jetpack 10\/10 would banshee again. Would recommend this VN
Unlike other Vn's this actually has a deep story line going with it. The opening Route A grabs you as you are pushed in an
environment where confusion reigns for both you and the protagonist. Slowly it shows you its hand that it is holding but always
something else is out there that you just are dying to know. The plot twists and turns leaving you on the edge of your seat.
Combine this with well fleshed out characters and you know will become invested.
It is possible to compare this Vn to the first Resident Evil movie where you and the main character are thrust in an unknown
enviroment.

The game consists of 4 Routes A B C D where all Routes are amazing except for B. Route B has wayyy to many flashbacks that
slows the thrilling rollercoaster almost to a complete stop.
Dig through B and you find the end of B to be exciting and both C and D very rewarding.

Also enjoyble are the sheer amount of different scenes, it never feels like it is reusing and reusing the same scenes.
Excellent voice actors that actually read most of their lines opposed to start of on a 50 line inner monologue.
Music works well here to build and keep tension high.

I can recommend this Sci/fi VN to lovers of serious stories, free from "airhead" characters and conversation.
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We need more cases
. Thanks humble sale for letting me notice this great game.
So sad it has just 13 reviews
I'll add one right now and update it later. I already love it
You definitely need to put some effort into advertising.

doing the "local coop" stuff in singleplayer [cause no friends] is kinda painful.. TL:DR - This game could turn out to be amazing
for those that are looking for a good dungeon crawler. If anyone ever played the original Tribes RPG mod, you'll feel right at
home in many ways. For those people looking for a hardcore survival game, I don't think this gonna be for you, it's gonna be for
the rpg fans that want a survival aspect included. I only have 2.7 hours played because I've done most of the content that's in the
game as of now (still recommend buying now if you like dungeon crawlers).

So I've never done a review before, but seeing as no one has posted one yet I wanted to get the train rolling so that people
wouldn't automatically dismiss this game due to lack of reviews (heck, I do that). I want this game to succeed, and if you go to
the discussions, you'll see that the dev is infectiously optimistic about both the game and his ability to contribute to the
community.

There are a lot of things that could be said in lengthy form, but I'm going to stick to the easiest method, cons first:

CONS (almost all are Early Access related):

- Optimization: I've got an older gaming PC that I built myself, runs modern stuff at medium-high with no problems, but good
lord this game chops on lowest settings. BUT, that being said, the dev specifically stated that optimization is horrid and that's
one of the reasons he is releasing a demo so that people could try it out. I love this dedication to honesty from the dev so take
this with a grain of salt and I think we can trust it's being worked on.

- UI: Clunky, but really not all that bad. Some specific changes might be integrating the mouse wheel, switching page up\/page
down (page up goes the 2nd page of inventory, just goes against most other UI norms), fiddling with scale to make it a bit
smaller, have an "equipped" section of your inventory so that your equipped gear isn't spread among all of the stuff you've
picked up, separate building tabs for equipment versus "settlement" items, a small number on items in inventory showing how
many you have instead of having to click each item to check. That being said, the controls are lovingly simplistic and you're not
overwhelmed by the amount of windows that popped up, extremely intuitive to navigate.

- Scale of World: I'm hoping that either A) the world is kept small for EA and will be enlarged or B) the world is kept the same
but absolutely brimming with places to explore. As of now, it probably takes about 10 minutes to run from one side of the map
to the other.

- Combat: I'm putting this here for those that like complicated combat, it's not. It's a "hold down mouse button to auto-attack"
kind of game, old school. There is a block, but otherwise that's pretty much it. A lot of people aren't fans of this type of combat,
finding it tedious. That being said, there is also spellcasting, so you can mix it up that way.
  + Note to dev: I'd suggest either attempting a mount and blade or skyrim type combat model if possible, you'll have a much
wider audience availability.

- No Tutorial: This might be on me in some ways since I haven't played a survival title in a while, but I was absolutely lost for a
good 45 minutes. I figured out how craft easily enough, but little things here and there like how to properly use inventory (click
on item, click on spot you want it go, it's not drag and drop even though your cursor looks like it's holding something); how to
integrate walls into a building properly (for the love of god pay attention to the controls screen, the second page will have
buttons for rotating and placement of building items, USE THEM); knowing to allocate your skill points the moment you start
the game (didn't realize I had some to spend until 5-10 minutes after I started); needing to put wood in the fire before hitting
light fire, not knowing that your inventory had more slots than it initially shows, little things like that.
  + Note to dev: I'd strongly suggest a quick 3-5 minute tutorial asap, I can't tell you how many game reviews I've seen in the
negative where the only comment is saying too hard to figure out\/no tutorial\/etc.
  + Random note to dev: speaking of the fire, please put in a good reason to cook food, I ended up just eating raw food and
healing through the damage as it was too bothersome to go back to my base to cook. I'd suggest double the amount of hunger
healed rather than a negative buff or something so you get rewarded for the effort, not punished for the lack of availability of
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going back to base.

Now to the other side:
PROS:

- RPG system: I'm absolutely in love with the rpg mechanics. Simple, intuitive, and you actually feel like you've accomplished
something. When you kill something, it feels like a victory as most enemies your level can be slightly difficult, and the
experience you get matches, the leveling is fairly quick (so is the dying, so don't assume you'll hit level 20 in 10 minutes with no
effort). There are 6 stats (3 physical, 3 magic), and dependent upon your build you might be really looking forward to just one
more point. You gain experience by just living, fantastic concept for a survival game (granted it's not much experience, but the
concept just warms my heart). Everything levels with you to a point, so there's always a reason to go back to an area you've
already explored - I'm really hoping the loot scales as well, it seemed to when I was playing but not 100% sure. Beyond that,
there's no level cap, so I imagine you could be running around at level 400 killing baby sea turtles of the same level.

- Reputation system: This part is pretty nifty, you gain or lose reputation based upon what you kill. Pretty standard concept, but
it's also related to who those guys are allied with. The dev explained it (bad summarization to follow) by saying that killing
skeletons would make you more friendly with the fungoids, and would obviously make you unpopular with skeletons, but would
also make your unpopular to rats who are buddies with the skeletons. It made me avoid killing the sea turtles, god knows who
they're allied with so I don't feel like getting on anyone group's naughty list randomly. This aspect makes you consider what to
kill and why rather than just blindly committing genocide on this small island, which I consider to be a great concept.

- Books of learning: You don't just learn spells as you level, you get the initial one for free, but you have to find books secreted
away to learn more spells, very nifty. This is the same for architectural plans for your buildings, you find the books containing
the ability to build them.

- Spells: They don't level, they scale. Example: The higher your faith, the more health your heal will...heal. It also costs more
mana, but it's not linear in the sense that at level 1 it costs 10 to heal 20 and at level 5 it costs 50 to heal 100, it does scale in your
favor. Keeps it simple so that you don't have 58 spells of only three variants, and it rewards you for putting skill points into
magic.

- Bartering: There is already a merchant in the game, so you can hoard to your heart's content knowing that ultimately there's a
purpose, getting that cash money to buy an upgrade for yourself. Stands apart from other survival titles in this regard.

- IT'S NOT MULTIPLAYER!!!!: I actually like the concept of survival titles, I own quite a few. However, what do you see the
moment you look at survival title reviews? Hacking, griefing, server issues, etc. Thank the lord this is not multiplayer as it seems
to ultimately kill survival fun. I think this could be all kinds of fun in multiplayer once it's finished, but as it is I think it's a smart
move on the dev's part to leave it single player for now.

All in all, I think I forgot some things, but I had some fun playing it and I'm really looking forward to release. I'll be checking
back for updates to boot it back up as it updates.. Sorry you recieved the bad review loot box.
Jokes aside this game is really funny and charming, without spoiling too much it pokes fun at the game industry and is worth
your time.. Better than Counter-Strike: Global Offensive.. DLC verdict: Don't get it

Comment:
Reveals all activity locations on the world mini-map. Not only those that flow naturally with the story but ALL of them.
You can already get assassin missions before you reach the part of the campaign where you meet them. It doesn't make
sense and breaks story immersion. This DLC just adds more to that. Also, you will eventually find all of these activities
yourself, without much problem and without needing to spend money. On top of that this DLC is NOT part of either
the Deluxe Edition or Season Pass. I REALLY recommend not getting it...

P.S.: To activate the Activities Pack, take the CD-key from Steam, go to uPlay and then to Activate a key.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. Full bore is a neat little puzzle game that
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combines elements from other well-known games of its genre like Sokoban and the Adventures of Lolo.
But it also adds some unique twists to the formula.
As a boar, you are able to dig up, down, left or right, and also climb up or stomp the ground.
All these actions are required to complete the puzzles and to help you advance through the large cave system.
There's traps and secrets everywhere. If you want to 100% this game, you'll have to do a little *digging* :P
The only minor complaint I have is that I don't like the music, but that's just personal preference.
If you are a fan of block puzzle games with some new stuff thrown into the mix, I would recommend this game to you
for sure. It won't be *boaring* for you~
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